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ARSIVACI 

i'hf duthor comprises the description of the noise phenomena taking 
place in a mtiltivariable coupled system into a comprehensive model based on 
the theory of stochastical fluctuations. A comparison will be made with 
models using transfer function formalism for systems characterized by deter
ministic open and closed loop signal transmission properties. The advantages 
of the stochastic model are illustrated by simple reactor dynamical examples 
having diagnostical importance. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

В работе исследуотся в точечном приближении связанные термогидравличес-
кие-нейтронофиэические процессы, происходящие в активной зоне реактора. Пол
ное описание на базе теории марковских процессов позволяет учесть совокуп
ность параметров состояния реактора и, таким образом, выявить влияние недо-
гретого кипения а нейтронном шуме. На основе представленной теории разработа
на модель для расчета авто- и взаимных спектров параметров состояния. Приняв 
простые предположения относительно источников шумов, получены также функции 
когерентности между внутренними шумами в реакторе. 

KIVONAT 

A szirrzo a .sztochasztikus fluktuációk elméletére vonackozó irodalom alap-
i;i!i eqysf'?qr?«5 modelbe foglalja Össze a sokváltozós csatolt rendszerben fellépő 
/лjjelenségek leírását. Megmutat ja a korábban használt és jól kidolgozott zaj-
modoJlekkel való kapcsolatot,és néhány egyszerű példán szemlélteti a sokválto
zó» sztochasztikus zajmodell alkalmazási lehetőségeit reaktordiagnosztikai 
kérdések vizsgálatára. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

a) L inear Fi Iter Hodel 

For the description of signal transmission in systems consisting 
of several parts, It is a well elaborated method to start from 
the system of differential equations characterizing the dynamical 
processes occuring in the system. Similarly, the behaviour of a 
nuclear power reactor due to forced or random excitations can be 
described by means of neutron kinetic and thermohydraulic equa
tions. In most cases the system can approximately be considered 
to be linear, making possible to use linear differential equa
tions with constant coefficients. 

To make the further considerations easier to understand, let us 
describe the processes in point model approximation (for space 
dependent problems see [1j). Furthermore, we take into account 
in our simplified model only the subcooled boiling among the 
thermohydraulic effects. The occurence of steam bubbles in the 
reactor core leads to coupling effects with the neutron kinetics 
through the void coefficient of reactivity and power feedback. 
We characterize our model demonstrating the noise method by three 
state variables: number of neutrons N(t), number of precursors 
C(t) and number of bubbles in t ore a(t). 

We intend to describe the system macroscopically. According 
to neutron kinetics and thermohydraullcs, the following three 
Linear differential equations are set up for the mean values of 
the variables: 

d g t ( t ) > " - > N

< N ( t ) > + V C ( t ) > + l J B N o < o t ( t , > d . l a ) 

d d £ ( t ) > = AN<N(t)> - Ac<C(t)> (1.1b) 
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Зд^Ш.*- Ap'N(t)> - (Ан f Au)<«(t)> (l.lc) 

where > N = A/*-» with 0 being the delayed neutron ratio, I the neu
tron generation time. A the decay constant of the precursor, p_ 

С IS 
the void coefficient of reactivity, A_, the fission rate, A the 

r a 
reciprocal average lifetime of bubbles and А„ the reciprocal tran
sit time of bubbles through the core. (Here we note that all state 
variables are given in a dimensionless form and the dynamical con
stants A have the dimension 1/s.) 
Additionally, the system can be augmented by coupled equations of 
the same type for other state variables (e.g. temperature, press
ure, velocity of coolant circulation etc.). Instead of Eqs. (1.1) , 
we comprise the basic dynamical equation into the following form 

d<x(t)> 
~g£ = - A<x(t)> (1.2) 

where x(t) is the state vector and Л is the matrix of the coeffici
ents. 

Be the system open, then the RHS of (1.2) is to be completed by 
the vector of external noise sources F(t). In steady state, the 
Eg. 

• ^ V e Eo ( 1 ' 3 ) 

holds. 

Knowing both the sources F(t) and the time constants in Л, the 
system снп be considered as a "linear filter" whose transfer pro
perties are «jiven by the transfer function matrix G(u>) . According 
to its definition, G(<») is deduced from Bq. (1.2) by Fourier trans
it .. Г l;!tjt i ОГ1 . 

• x (-..). - ü(^)<F(i.t) •' 11.4) 
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If the noise source F(t) is a stochastic process, Eq. (1.4) can 
be used for the investigation of fluctuations in the system. This 
enables us to calculate spectral density functions comparable with 
the noise measurements. In this method of theoretical noise in
vestigations the system is supposed to be deterministic exposed 
to stochastic driving sources. Compared to other descriptions of 
noise phenomena, this one will be called Linear Filter Model (LFM). 

The systems under investigation always consist of many particles 
with variegated inteiactions which calls for methods of statisti
cal physics. The fluctuations are zero neutron noise, turbulent 
noises in the coolant etc. have internal origin. In reactor noise 
diagnostics thermodynamical fluctuations, their regression and 
dissipation play a considerable role. 

In the following considrations we summarize the main features of 
a theoretical noise model based on Markov processes which have 
gained growing importance in modern statistical physics. We shall 
call it Multivariable Stochastic Model (MSM). In the further chap
ters we apply it for the description of noise phenomena ir power 
reactors, following the pioneer work of the Japanese school [1,2J. 
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CHAPTER 2 

a) State variables as Harkov processes 

The macroscopical description of fluctuations in large system with 
a variety of interactions is a central task of statistical physics. 
our main assumption is that the macroscopic variables of the sys
tem are Markov processes. This reflects the simple fact that cau
sality holds in spite of the stochastic behaviour of the system. 
The support of the Karkovian assumption in different fields of 
physics can be found e.g. in works by Green [3j and Van Hove [41-
For systems near to thermodynamical equilibrium the fluctuation 
theory was founded by Onsager [5| and Landau 161. In this chapter 
we descuss the extension of the Landau-Onsager theory for fluctua
tions far from thermal equilibrium mainly according to Lax [71 
(«ее further I 1,2 1). 

The system is characterized by the discrete, macroscopic state 
T 

variable vector x(t) - f x.,x.,,... x } . The number of state vari
ables depends on the applied course graining in time. We choose 
the adiabatic approximation for diminishing the number of state 
variables |6|, by discriminating slow and fast varying variables 
compared to our prescribed time scale. During the regression of 
"slow" variables, the fast ones can reach their equilibrium values 
corresponding to the instantaneous values of the slowly varying 
variables x. Thus they can be eliminated from the further descrip-
i. i on. 

If the state vector x(t) (whose components x.(t) are for the time 
being discrete, dimensionless quantities) is a Markov process then 
its probability distribution function P(x,t) at time t+At deter
mined by the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, provided that the initial 
distribution function P(x{t) is known: 

14;:, t: 4 U ) •• - P (x,At |x't) P(x't) (2.1) 
x' 
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This equation follows simply from the definition of Markov pro
cesses. The quantity P(x,At|x't) is the conditional probability 
distribution function of the transition from state x/ to x during 
the time interval At. The normalization condition for P(x,At|x't) 
is: 

i: P(x,At|x',t) = i (2.2) 
x 

and in addition the conditional probability satisfies the initial 
condition: 

Urn P(x,Atjxit) = Л . (2.3) 
t»o - -

Our notation reflects that x(t) is a homogeneous Markov process, 
which means that P(x,At|xJt) does not depend on t but on At. It 
is known from the theory of death and birth processes that the 
conditional probability can be given by the transition probabil
ity w„»„ A t» where w , is the probability rate of the transition 
from x' to x: 

P(x,At|x't) - w - At + A . 11 - i; w , At] + O(At) 2 (2.4) 
XX X X ш. f " " 

Here the transition probability rate does not depend on t. 
The first term of (2.4) is the transition probability from x' to 
x, while the second term stands for the probability of the system 
remaining in state x during the time At, tiaving reached It before, 
ft is clear that (2.4) is the result of a series expansion, terms 
in P(x,At|xJt) coming from higher powers of At are neglected. 

If the system is not far from the steady state x , the initial 
rime-independent distribution P(x ) is supposed to be knowns 

lim P(x,t|x.0) « P(x) (2.5) 

recording to (2.1), the probability distribution function P(x,t) 
is determined by the transition probability w , At only. It con-

X X 
i ains the whole statistics of the process. 
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Substituting (2.4) into (2.1) and taking the limit At+O, the 
following principal equation (called master equation) yields: 

3t PÍX't) = ) :, | p (í' t ) wx'x ~ P ( x ^ t ) w x x ' ] { 2 , 6 ) 

Eq. (2.6) has a great importance, because of its intermediate 
state between a fully microscopic statistical description and a 
macroscopic one based on the transport equation. Knowing the 
transition probabilities referring to the given system from first 
principles find using macroscopic state variables, we can derive 
many results of the stochastic noise phenomena from Eq. (2.6) 
without solving it exactly. 

i>) Calculation of the transition probability w , At 

t.et us turn to the elementary processes taking place in a multJ-
variable system. These reactions consist of different transitions 
in state numbers. Here we emphasize that the Markov processes 
x.(L) (in; discrete. This enables us to assign a "particle" to 
t'iw.h statu vector component x. . The the state x. is characterized 
by the number of i-type "particles" which is also denoted by x.. 

In erase of chemical reactions or power reactor dynamics, we dis-
tjrttjuish between two types of elementary reactions. The one is 
the emission of a particle of type x. from a given source. The 
total contribution of source emisrion to the transition probabil-

N 
ity w , ,\t is Y, А̂ лАг-Л , . provided that a "particle" of type 

. , О J X . , X . ~ A 
is» fcinjt.U:d with the probability * .lAt during the time interval 

I'ht: other type of reactions is the linear reaction. Be л. .x'/t 
t lie probability that _fd. "particles" disappear (or are torni(vi) 
proportionally to number x' in the initial state. If, for •-•A.tuiple, 
(lit: heat produced during fission in a power reactor is cortbumed 
by the formation of steam bubbles then the probability of thia 
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reaction is proportional to the number of neutrons in the core. 
The indices i and j used above refer to bubbles and neutrons, 
respectively. 

To obtain all state transitions due to linear reactions, we sum 
up all the reaction types with probability rates proportional to 
x! first, then all the different indices j. By means of the method 
described above, the transition probability w ,. At yields in a 
general form 

N N N N N 
w At :- At У, \ II Л * At E Y. х'Л П 6 , fi 

- - j-1 °-1 k=] \ , k jk j=l i=j J -1 k=l x k ' x k aj°ik 
(2.7) 

(the Л. notation stands for the Kronecki;r symbol). In (2.7), it 
is tacitly assumed that the elementary reactions are independent, 
from each other. 

c) Comparison of the Markovian description and t he 1 i гн;аг filter 
mode I 

Having calculated the transition probability w , At, we return 
X X 

to the basic equation [2.1). The liqs. (/>.!) and (Z.b) are closely 
related. Our aim in not to solve fc'q. (2.ь) for the general case, 
but to derive the moments of the process x(t) defined by the pro
bability distribution P(x,t) . These moment;; are determined instead 
of P(x,t) by using the transition probability w , At. 
To get results comparable to the Ы'М description mentioned in 
Chapter 1, also in case of Markovi an description we have to in
troduce the requirement of linearity. By the transition from statu 
x' to x, the linearity means the omission of the terms o(x' ) in 
the following expression: 

)'. xP<x,M.j_x'U - x' -• Ax' * olx'^) (2.8) 
X 
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That is the conditional mean value < 5 < t ) >
x can be expressed by 

the state x' and a change in the initial state proportional to 
x' (s.(2.3)). 

Let us now consider small fluctuations around the steady state 
x , that is be x = x + x' and x' = x + x'. The dynamical equa-
—о — -о — — —о — 
tion for the time behaviour of the conditional mean value <x(t)> 

-o 
is obtained from (2.1) by multiplication of both sides of the 
equation by x and subsequent summation for all x states: 

/I xPU,At|x't) = L 3>(x - x')P(x,At|x't)P(xJt) 
X - -' (2.9) 

+ i Y. x'p(x,At|x;t)P(x;t) 
X X' 

By means of (2.2), the second term in the RHS of (2.9) equals 
•x(t) v . As to the first term, we define the so call .. p mo-

"o 
ment in the following way: 

A(x')At =• I (x - x')P(x,At|xJt) (2.10) 
x 

Then performing the summation according to x', we get the required 
equation in limit At+0: 

3t ; í ( t ^ x a ^ S ^ x (2.11) 
—о " —о 

Usinq the condition of linearity in (2.11), we can write the dyna
mical equation in a form similar to (1.2) as follows, (here 
A(x'Mt - - Лх' • V holds): 

ft * ( t , ' x * " ^ £ ( t ) > x (2.11a) 
—о —о 

The subscript, x reflects the requirement that the system has to 
be in the state x„ initially. For Y., , the static equation A(x )-O 

—о •• —о ~ —о 
h o l d s . Tht:«e r u s u l t s a r e in agreement wi th fcvis. ( 1 .2 ) and ( l . i ) 
libed in t h e LFM «Jescripi.ion. Equation (2 .11a) i s v a l i d for t.he 
f l u c t u a t i o n process x ( t ) a s w e l l . 
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The procedure (2.8)-(2.11a) is rigorous in mathematical sense, 
provided we know the solution of master equation P(x,t). On the 
other hand starting with the transition probability we can use 
the approximation (2.4) by defining the jump moment in the fol
lowing way: 

A(x')At = >:(x - x')w , At (2.12) 
x - -

(The contribution of the second term of (2.4) in (2.12 uals 
zero because of the vector ^ х# х«) 
fjet us now substitute the expression of w , At given in (2.7) 
into (2.12) and do the prescribed summát ions7 then we have for the 
component Л.(x'): 

N N 
A.(x') = (x.-xf) У. >; x'.A.. II .S . , s + A . = Г. d.A. .x'.+X , i - i i j j J 13 k = 1 x k.x k-d jA l k oj j s = 1 J i 3 3 oi 

(2.13) 

In MSM description, the transition probability rates play a very 
important role. From (2.1) it is clear that the dynamical coef
ficients i.e. the reciprocal characterise time constants of the 
regression processes can be expressed by th transition probabil
ity rates A, . and by the net changes d. caused by the elementary 
reactions. This relationship is given by the expression 

^ i j - - d ^ . (2.14) 

d) Equation for the variance-covariance matrix 

The system of linear differential equations introduced in point 
c) is very suitable for describing coupled phenomena. However, 
the statistical nature of these stochastic processes cannot be 
explained by using only the first moment as was done in previous 
considerations. On the analogy of (2.12), we define higher jump 
moments as 

V s ' , A t = иг > ; (s " ^ ' ) r 4 ' x A t < 2 Л 5 ) 
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Making use of these moments, a series of equations can be set up 
for their time dependence, similarly to Eq. (2.11) which forms 
the first member of this series. 

In practice, we usually encounter diffusi -» processes H I , i.e. 
processes whose statistics is entirely determined by the first 
two moments (A(x') and P 2* x^ = fi(x)). These processes are also 
called Gauss-Markov processes. Assuming the state variables to 
be diffusion stochastic processes, the following differential 
equation can be derived from (2.1) for their variance-covariance 

T matrix <xx >*, 

ij£<x(t)x(t)T>x - 2<p(x)> + <A(x) x(t)T> + <x AT(x)> (2.1b) 
о 

(2.16) is derived easily if we multiply the LHb of Eq. (2.1) by 
T (x (t.) -x ) (x (t) -x ) and the RHS by an algebraically equivalent 

° T T T ' 
expression (x'-xMx'-r ) +(x-x') (x-x') +(x-x')(x-x ) +(x'-x ) (x-x') 
and perform the same calculations as were done in case of Eq. 
(2.11) . In this way the variance-covariance matrix of the state 
variables is expressed by the first and second jump moments of 
x(t). Having obtained Eq. (2,16), the above mentioned hierarchic 
series of momentum equations brakes down assuming linearity and 
if only Gauss-Markov processes are involved. 
Making use of the linearity (2.8) in Eq. (2.16) explicitly as 
well as the approximation D(x):;p(x ) we obtain, for the steady 
state behaviour of the variance the much simpler expression 

2R(xo) = Л'х(о)х(о)Т>+ --х(о)х(о)Т>ЛТ (2.17) 

in the literature this is called Einstein relation from the theory 
of »rowiiian motion, (in steady state the variances of x(t) do not 
dopend on time, therefore their time de?r ivat Ives in (2.16) vanish.) 

* """ 
i fit-not..!» tin If и iiHpoa«-. of a v e c t o r or m a t r i x . 
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If the system of state variables is complete and no external driv
ing forces appear, the matrix Д can be transformed into a symme
tric form. In this case the steady state variances of the internal 
noise are expressed by the ratio of the quantities D and Д both 
of which quantities depend only on the transition probability 

V * A t i 

<xx> = Dtx^/A (2.18) 
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CHAPTER 3 

a) Continuous processes and the Langevin equation 

In Chapter 2 the effect of the external noise sources was not, In 
principle, excluded; we have restricted ourselves rather to the 
description of internal noise in a closed system. In order to com
pare this model with the LFM and to reach a better understanding 
of its features, we draw the stochastic MSM in an other equivalent 
form. 
Keeping in mind the presuppositions of the model (closed system, 
Gauss-Markovian state variable etc.) we can drop the assumption 
on the discreteness of the processes. This can always be done, 
that is, x(t) can be considered as a continuous process if the 
criterion of "large system" holds. This means that the decomposi
tion x(t) - x + x(t) can be made where x is linearly proportional 
to a given extensive parameter ft (e.g. number of particles, volume 
etc.) while the fluctuation x is proportional to 1//П. In large 
system the condition x >> x can easily be justified. Then, ac
cording to Van Kampen and others I 8,9], the quantities P(x,t) and 
w , in the master equation (2.6) can be expanded into a power 
series with respect to 1//S7. Neglecting the terms which are small
er than 1/ft, the Fokker-Planckequation yields in the following 
form: 

2 
~rlMx,<) v i ±.(Д x.P<X,t)> + i D,. 2 P(x,t)J 

П » x L
 l J ) i 3 *V*j " (3.1) 

Tliiв equation is described for the probability density function 
l'(x,t) of the continuous process x(t) . The definition of the 
coefficient matrices (Л is called drift matrix and ü is called 
riiffusion matrix) is the same as in our previous considerations. 

Going a step fur Hier and only referring to the modern literature 
of stochastic processes Iloj, we state without proof that the 
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Fokker-Planck equation of type (3.1) is another formulation of 
and can always be substituted for the following stochastic dif
ferential equation for the process x(t): 

5t i ( t ) = " &(t) + £ ( t ) ( 3* 2 ) 

where the noise source F(t) satisfies the condition of a "white 
noise" 

<F(tP - О and <F(t)F(t')T> = 2DŐ(t-t') (3.3) 

Eq. (3.2) is called Langevin equation, which describes the time 
behaviour of the process x(t) under the influence of real or vir
tual external driving forces, while the Fokker-Planck equation 
is set up for the P(x,t) probability density function of the same 
process. The former equation is very near to our physical sense. 
However, as we have seen in the previous chapter, its coefficients 
can better be interpreted by means of the transition probabilities. 

b) Internal and external fluctuations 

Closely investigating it, the physical content of the Langevin 
equation (3.2) sheds light to the connection of models used in 
reactor noise diagnostics. Here we go on with comparing the LFM 
and MSM models continuing our considerations in point 2 . c ) . 

The Langevin equation is a useful starting point in the sense 
that it gives the general framework of two very different noise 
descriptions. Let us consider, on the one hand, a closed system 
in which for some intrinsic reasons fluctuation processes occur. 
Then the previously used description via Gauss-Markov processes 
is applicable. Following this method we have concluded that the 
Langevin equation is valid, however, with some restrictions. 
Namely, the coefficients in (3.2) and (3.3) have to be defined 
by the transition probability w , At. This leads, as we have seen 
it, to the connection (2.18) between Л and P. Therefore, the вер-
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arat ion of the characteristic constants to dynamical constants of 
a deterministic system (A) and amplitudes of stochastic driving 
sources (p) seems to be a lli.tle bit artificial, whatever is 
implied In the original interpretation of the Langevin equation. 
In this case, the quantity F(t) can be interpreted as an effective 
external source of the Langevin equation giving rise to the same 
fluctuations in the system as were obtained by using Eqs. (2.11a) 
and (2. If») . 

On the other hand, in the linear filter model (LFM), the system 
is deterministic and there is no connenction of type (2.18) be
tween the constants in matrix Л and the variance-covariance ma
trix I) of external noise sources. In this case, according to 
(2.18), the variance of the state variables are determined by the 
external noise sources. 

To describe the deterministic system by means of the Langevin equ
ation (this was mainly the task of reactor diagnostics as till as 
now). it is necessary that the driving forces should be "white 
noises". If there is one dominating noise source among these, then 
the LFM description can adequately be used for the noise problem. 
(KosAly 11.11). However, in case of several simultaneous noise 
sources (in natural biological or sociological systems as well as 
in highly developed technical systems) the applicability of the 
Í.FM is questionable. 

Гп power reactoi noise diagnostics, we mainly encounter fluctua
tions of thermohydrarIleal nature. In this respect, the core and 
its surrounding (e.y. the primary loops) do not differ signifi
cantly. Consequently, instead of considering the primary loop 
as the source of driving forces and deriving transfer functions 
for the core as a deterministic system, it is reasonable to com
plete the noise state variables inside the core by additional 
state variables taken from outside the core. According to this 
phiiosophy, the power reactor is to be considered as a complete 
system with multifarious interactions I 2]. 
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Using the MSM description, we can recover the LFM if we substitute 
zeros into the matrix elements of the whole system diffusion ma
trix D, by referring to intrinsic noise variances, and reduce 
the coupling effects between the external and internal state vari
ables. 

> 
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CHAPTER 4 

,i) Ä£j> I ̂ c.^ ion of the HSH for the subcooled boiling 3~variable 

mode I 

In this chapter we present some examples for the application of 

MSM in reactor diagnostic. The Eqs. (1.1) for the study of sub-

cooled boiling have already been given in Chapter 1. (For details 

of the model see 112 I.) In the following it will be shown how 

the Eqs. (1.1) can be regained with the help of (2.7)-(2.11). 

Let the processes taking place in the reactor core be character-

ized by three states variables: x(t) = fN(t), C(t), a(t)} , where 

all the three quantities are discrete Markov processes written 

in a dimensionless form. For the given problem w , At is a basic 

quantity, which can be calculated by using the elementary reac

tions listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. 

Elementary reaction Probability rate Net change 

Neutron removal V -1 neutron 

Neutron source SN +1 neutron 

f V -1 neutrons 
Fission V' v-̂  precursors 

+1 bubble 

Precursor decay A c C ' \ í -
1 precursor 

C 1 1 +1 neutron 

Bubble conden
sation -1 bubble 

Hubble outflow V -1 bubble 

Mubble source S' 
a 

+1 bubble 
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The transition probability w At can be obtained from (2.7) as 
Xf X 

(see |13]) 

* x ' x A t = A t U N N ' 6 N ; N + I + S N 6 N ; N - I + V "'Ч'м-^сгс^*.»:«-! + 

+ xc C ' 6 N ; N - I 6 C ; + I + ( W « ' 6 „ ; a + i + s' 6a; a-i> ( 4 , 1 > 

For the sake of brevety, in (4.1) only those Kronecker factors 
.S. k + , are written down where the net change d. is not zero. 
Accordingly the complete form of the first term would be, for 
example, X N W'6 N, f l I + 1* c;«,«„;„ -

Prom (2.13) we calculate first the vector A(x'), then, as in 
(2.11a) we decompose x/ in the form x' ~ ÍE-. + *' t o obtain the 
dynamical constants in matrix Л. In this way, Eq. (1.1) can be 
regained from (4.1). After that, we obtain the diffusion matrix 
Рг**')-&<£<,) using the definition (2.15). For the matrix D yields 

DN ^ l ^ o - 1 ) - w l ) A F H o ( v o ' 1 ) A F N o 

P- • 1«Ь^Л VF NO 

" V 1 ) 2 + m F V 2 D « 
(4.2) 

2ß wiiere D = v
0 < y

0 ~ l ) ^ F
N

0
 + r^ N

0 « P i s a symmetrical matrix, the 
symmetrical elements under its diagonal are denoted by *. 

In the LFM description it is unavoidable to work with the fre
quency variable ы instead of the time variable t. Similar to (1.4) 
also Eqs. (2.11a) and (2.16) or the equivalent equations (3.2) 
and (3.3) have to be Fourier transformed. After transformation and 
making use of the Wiener-Khintchin theorem, we obtain the spectral 
density functions for the multivariable case in form of a matrix 
P(w) as follows 

IM'") » g(i(o)-2p\G*(iw) (4.3) 
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where (5(Ы) = (iioK + Л) is the matrix of transfer functions. E 
is the »nit matrix and G (im) denotes the adjoint of G(iw). 

The formula (4.3) for the spectral density matrix derived from 
the MSM is the starting point of the following considerations. 
Once Л and D are known, the transfer- and spectral density func
tions compatible with the LFM description can be calculated from 
(4.3) with the aid of a computer program. 

Returning to the study of subcooied boiling, we have seen how to 
calculate the dynamical coefficients in Eqs. (1.1) and the el
ements of matrix p. If we can reassure ourselves that at given 
reactor parameters the elements proportional to N in the matrix 
D can be safely neglected, then the single dominating noise 
source jn the system is» the random formation of steam bubbles. In 
the expression (4.2) of p only one element, namely the term 2D 
remains which makes the calculation of P(m) easier. In matrix P 
we have to take into account the contributions of three transfer 
functions G« , G,( and G( . To obtain the auto power spectral 
density of neutron noise, it is enough to use the function G (im) 
After a little algebra, this function can be described as 

"в No 
G H , . ( 1 W ) " T» +0+ÍH Go ( i'" ) 

а и 
(4.4) 

lure G (im) is the reactivity-neutron density transfer function 
l.nown from reactor kinetics. To be exact, G (iio) can be regained 
Ij от Kqs. (1.1) if we neglect the term Ap<N(t)> in (1.1c) respon
sible for power feedback. In this case, the bubble noise is coup
led with the neutron noise by the coefficient of reactivity JI. 
(open loop). 

iviking into account the power feedback term as well, the loop 
become» closed and instead of G (iu>) we obtain in (4.4) the trans-
r--! function II (in) in the form of 

I M i ••••) 

G0(iu) 
П!"гЛ>1'^о<Ь) Тх-цзтБ <4.Ь> 

a 
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The formulas, like (4.4) and (4.5) are well known from LFM, there
fore, now we disregard from discussing the details of transfer 
functions referring to multivariable problems. From our point of 
view, it is important that the expression (4.3) for P(u>)can also 
be used in this sense. 

The advantages of MSM description appear in case of systems influ
enced by several driving forces. For example, injecting air 
bubbles into the core of a zero power reactor, we are in principle 
not sure whether the above mentioned elements in matrix D can be 
neglected or not. Then, the MSM is very suitable for treating the 
bubble noise and the zero power neutron noise due to random neu
tron multiplication processes simultaneously. Computing the spec
tral density function by means of D given in (4.2), it becomes 
clear that the terms proportional to the steady state neutron 
density N lead to additional terms in the expression of the spec
tral density functions. These described the contribution of the 
zero power neutron noise besides the bubble noise source quanti
tatively. 

We leave the details of this problem for a later study and come 
back now to the subcooled boiling. In the framework of the 3-vari-
able model, the auto spectral density function of neutron noise 
can be expressed by the transfer functions (4.4) and (4.5) as 

2 D > B N o ! 2 

P N N ( W ) = 2~2 ( 4' 6 ) 

Using the data of a typical PWR, the frequency dependence of the 
auto power spectra V (ш) and P„„(w) are illustrated in igs.l .,b. 1 'in NN ^ 
The expression (4.6) for neutron noise induced by bubbles con
tains no special information on the boiling regime. It only im
plies that the boiling noise is a high frequency phenomenon. On 
the onset of subcooled boiling the bubble lifetime is very short. 
According A( is large and the spectrum will be flat even in the 
high frequency region. Later on, in the state of extended boiling 
A Q equals zero, but as a consequence of the bubble transport time 
through the core it brakes down at relatively high frequencies. 
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The experiments performed in BWRs are in accordance with our 
model. In addition, the variance of steam fluctuations can be 
expressed by the steady state steam content ч owing to the 
Poissonian statistics of the noise source |14j. 

b) Coupled temperature-bubble noise model 

unfortunately, the experiments carried out in PWRs do not confirm 
the above picture of the frequency behaviour of neutron noise 
spectra due to subcooled boiling. The discrepancy seems to be 
avoidable by completing the model with another type of bubble 
noise whose spectral, density function brakes down at considerably 
lower frequencies. We refer to the above discussed type of bubble 
noise as "zero bubble noise". The MSM will be used for studying 
the ralative importance of these noise types. 

As we suppose, the bubble noise is coupled with the Leraj^idlurt 
fluctuations in the core. Л possible form of this mechanism, name 
ly the coupling via bubble condensation is described by the tol 
lowing equations using linear approximation 

- f r ) i i ( V F N ( t ) - ATT<h) - « V V " 1 1 1 •* V W " 
И . / a j 

ЦР*- <V f,N(t) - <*T • \ u . » Я )Т(1) - >BMt) * A H T t x l u) 

( 4 . 7 b ) 

in Kijb. ( 4 . 7 ) I h e new v a r i a b l e s a r e t h e t e m p e r a t u r e fJ tuMint l urn 

• b . i u l e t in : с о к ! ' J ' ( t ) a n d o u t s i d e t h e c o r e T . ( t ) , t h e b u b b l e 

number I 1 u<:l u-»l i on i n s i d e t h e c o r e n i ( t ) and o u t s i d e t h e i;oi e 

•1 . ( I . ) . Tin! I,i: . t v a r i a b l e s t a n d s f o r t h e b u b b l e f o r m a t i o n <J( I lie 

(.'•11 I <>f l tie i.:h:iiirn->l .ind r e f e r s t o t h e s o u r c e of " z e r o bubb le : n o i s e 

n on! 1 oiied b e f o r e . T h e r e f o r e t h e new model i n v o l v e t h e o l d o n e . 
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The quantities С and C„, are constants characterizing the power 
feedback through void formation and temperature fluctuation, re
spectively. A C T is a reciprocal time constant relative to the 
lifetime of temperature fluctuations. For the further considera
tions the most important quantities are the reciprocal tiae con
stants A T and Ä ß. A B is inversely proportional to the bubble 
lifetime. 

If Eqs. (4.7) are valid, a negative feedback loop is formed be
tween the state variables «(t) and T(t) characterized by the co
upling constants X_, and A R. The temperature fluctuations of the 
coolant influence the bubble lifetime thereby causing the bubble 
number to fluctuate. Eq. (4.7) also takes into account the heat 
released during condensation in proportion to A„. This means that 
the loop becomes closed. 

Let us complete Eqs. (4.7) with further ones referring to the 
circumstances outside the core as follows 

<*ТехгЬ> = - *« T „„(t) + F„, <t) (4.8a) dt T e x f c ext' * T e x t 

d ( i e x t ( t ) 

- S T " - - - Xa t «ext ( t> + Fa „ <*> < 4' 8 b> ext ext 

where the sources F_ (t) and F (t) are "white". 
ext aext 

After coupling Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) with Eqs. (1.1a) and (1.1b) 
(and also taking into account the temperature coefficient of re
activity) , the 6-variable system of linear differential equations 
will be suitable for the interpretation of measured neutron spectra 
in PWRs [15J. 
If we keep only the elements D and D„ in the 6-dimensional 

aext *ext 
form of matrix D and calculate the spectrum matrix Р(ш) from 
(4.3)(with the aid of a computer program) then we can study the 
onset of subcooled boiling as a function of two independent ex
ternal noise sources. Let us choose D,_ to be constant and vary 

ext 
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the value of I) , starting from zero. Fig. 2 shows two neutron 
1 ext 

noise spectra obtained from this parameter study. The lower curve 
corresponds to D -O. tn this case, the coherence between neu-

"ext 
tron and external void formation noises, СОН., (ш), equals zero, 

ext 
while 0)llM ,„ ~ 1 . Increasing the value of D until the coher-

N l I e x t a e x t 
enees reverse, we obtain the upper curve. It can be seen that the 
effect of subcooled boiling appears at low frequencies. 

i.) Кеьоплусе_ь due to coup ting effects 

Kgual ions (4.7) describe a closed loop with negative feedback. 
We i-'an raise the question whether a positive feedback loop is 
possible in a mill t. iv.iriable system without, disturbing the steady 
slate x . J,et us complete the state variables space x(t) by the 
pressure fluctuation I'M). In a two-phase medium the steam con
tent .;i(t) is strongly effected by the pressure fluctuations. Now 
we investigate a special form of this connection outside the core 
instead of subcooled boiling inside the core. This takes place 
in the pressurizer in the primary loop. For the coupling we con
sider the following differential equations 

djUt) 
"dt A ii(t) » > 

ft»..* ' 
p(t) up 1 (4.'Jrt) 

МШУ. dl: PP p(t) pa ú(t) • Fp(t) Н.УЬ) 

in lineal approximation. Of course, the processes are very over
simplified, for the coupling with the other state variables, we 
i.ould write further terms in ticjs. (4.9) but this would only 
slightly modify the problem. The coupling constants A A A ' ' •> l i » n l l ' p,,r i t p 
mil \ .ми be determined from a simplified model of the primary 
I мор (see , i If» |) . 
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fcüiminatiny p( t ) from Eqs. ( 4 . 9 ) , the following second order 
d i f f e r e n t i a l equat ions y ie lds for « ( t ) 

H 2 d 2 - я ( i ( t ) + (A *A ) ^ r n ( t > + (А Л + A A ) 5 ( t ) = F ( t ) , 2 u<» pp d t пи pp up pi» 
C (4 .Ю) 

This describes a damped hármon teal oscillator with resonance 
frequency w -- /Г A^ Â "X ~. If we couple Eqs. (4.*) with equa-^ * о ft« pp up pa r -i ч 
tions used earlier (e.g. (1.1), (4.7) and (4.8)) and calculate 
the matrix P («>) then we obtain a resonance in all the spectra at 
the frequency ы . The sharpness of the resonance peak depends on 
the parameter A - A +A . If the condition 0<A <<1 holds the r о mi pp о 
resonance becomes more conspicuous. Fig. 3a shows the reconance 
in neutron power spectral density function due to pressurizer 
effects. In Fiu. 3b it is seen that the coherence СОН,. in-

N,p 
creases at the resonance frequency. 
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